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 | Industrial Spring | One Stop Shop for the whole 

    business-sector | 
For many years Targi Kielce Industrial Spring has been a trend-setter for many industries.  The facts and figures 
clearly show the exhibitions’ prestige. Last year’s events hosted over 12,000 visitors. The expos were the showcase 
for 900 exhibitors from 35 countries.  A vast majority of previous years’ exhibitors have conformed their presence at 
upcoming “Industrial Spring”. The Targi Kielce Industrial Spring is the presentation platform for cutting-edge products 
and solutions at highly-specialized expo events - STOM -ROBOTICS, STOM-TOOL, STOM-BLECH & CUTTING, 
STOM-LASER, WELDING, WIRTOPROCESY, EXPO SURFACE, PNEUMATICON, Electronics and Automation Expo 
TEiA, CONTROL-STOM, 3D Printing Days
. 



Targi Kielce’s Industrial Spring - a clear proof that a direct contact with the customer is an excellent solution for every company.  Every con-

secutive year, the series of metal-industry related and metalworking focused  events attract more and more companies and visitors. The three 

expo days provide an excellent opportunity to present and showcase your company’s offer, establish new business-contacts and maintain 

the existing relations.

We have already taken part in the previous 3D printing technology expo editions. However this year we have 

had the largest expo stand ever - 100 sq m. The visitors’ interest was well beyond our expectations. Just after 

the first day of the expo and several business talks, we already knew that we would return home very satisfied. 

We are very happy with a great interest and a large number of visitors. This also shows the great perspectives 

offered by such events and the 3D industry’s bright future. 
Anna Hytroś, 

ATMAT
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 | Industrial Spring | A must-attend place for your 

    company  | 
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tons of machinescountries machines working live exhibitors exhibition surface visitors

This year’s Targi Kielce’s Industrial Spring has been excellent, just like all the previous editions. Lots of guests, 

many interesting conversations. The exhibition was accompanied with interesting events - 3D Printing Days 

and a seminar devoted to additive manufacturing technologies.  The expo also offers us an important business 

meeting platform - this is the place to talk about specific issues. 

 Engineer  Bolesław Klein PhD., 
TRUMPF POLSKA



 | STOM-ROBOTICS | The début which guarantees 

    success | 

At this year’s Industrial Spring we have been busy for all three days, we have been talking shop all the time. This serves as the best proof how 

successful was the STOM-ROBOTICS début.  This is probably the best possible recommendation an expo can have, especially the first-time 

event.  The exhibition has great potentials, we are pleased to be part of it. 

Artur Wojewoda, 
YASKAWA

This year’s Targi Kielce’s Industrial Spring included the première expo solely focussed upon industrial ro-

bots. STOM - ROBOTICS has been created upon the initiative of the STOM exhibitors. This is a response to Po-

land’s dynamically developing industry’s needs and expectations.   Yaskawahas was appointed the event’s offi-

cial partner.  The début exhibition turned out to be a real success. The expo attracted 12,500 visitors who demonstrated  

a keen interest in robots.  Owing to the fact that the companies offered a very positive feedback, the robots-devot-

ed expo has become a permanent part of the Industrial Spring’s agenda.  The next edition of the event is held next year. 



STOM STOM Expo - visitors’ profile over the years.

 | Industrial Spring | Why is it worth being here? | 

satisfied exhibitors 

satisfied expo visitors

98% 

The Kielce STOM Expo is a very important event for us. We have observed that the expo’s significance has increased year after year. More and 

more companies from all over the country call in our expo stand. This makes us really happy and we will definitely  consider the expo a success.  

We have noticed that every year there are more and more customers. What is the most important, the visits quality increases - customers who visit 

us really know what to expect.  We shall join the expo next year. 

Łukasz Penar, 
POL-SVER

95% 

visitors are the decision-makers and managers

first-time visitors

90% 

58% 
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The Industrial Robotics Expo STOM-ROBOTICS we are a partner of is a new event at the Kielce Industrial Spring. We exhibit here for the first time.  

We have seen a large number of visitors, we have gained a lot of new leads and contacts, we have had problem-focussed talks.  We are quite 

positive about event. We cannot wait to see what the consecutive expo brings.  

Zbigniew Tomaszewski, 
Vice President of Stäubli Łódź 



We have participated in the STOM Expo ever since the event was founded.  We have exhibited here for many 

years. Every year our expo stand has increased, we also have a good location - right at the entrance. This 

is an important place at the expo floor.  In more general terms, STOM is a very good trade show - we host 

visitors from all over Poland. More importantly, Poland is well represented. We have lots of those interested 

in purchasing our machines, such as laser cutters and machine tools. That is why we will certainly join the 

consecutive expos.

Engineer  Łukasz Ślązak PhD.,
Branch Manager Yamazaki Mazak Central Europe  Polish Divission 

We have always been at the STOM Expo. This year we have even received a distinction as we have participat-

ed in Industrial Spring for 10th time.  We do like the trade fair here. The location, i.e.  Kielce is very convenient 

logistics-wise. This is also the first spring expo - after a long autumn-winter period customers desire to attend 

such an event. Therefore this is a very good time for talking shop.  Definitely the place to be present at.  We are 

pleased to see more and more visitors. We finish the expo satisfied. Kielce expo is getting better, bigger and 

more professional every year.  We do like that.  We hope that the 3d technology will soon become the leitmotif 

of the whole Industrial Spring.

Grzegorz Kiełbus, 
Vice President of the Board of Premium Solutions Polska 
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We came back to STOM this year after a short break. We are very pleased. We have seen the event’s 

great progress. We have more customers here than at the recent ITM trade-fair in Poznan.  We are sure 

that we will also exhibit in Kielce next year.
Rafał Cygan,

Owner of Metal Technika 

We have been here for four years, every year we have seen great development.  We cannot wait for the 

consecutive Kielce expo to begin.  This year we showcased a little  different unveiling of our offer - we 

focussed more on automation and robotization, including lot of new products and developments into our 

expo presentation. After two days of the expo we are already very pleased. We did talk shop here, on top of 

a lot of inquiries. Customers called in with  specific drawings and projects.  This is the main reason to make 

us happy.  That is the place to be. 
Szymon Neumann,

Vice President of the POLTEKNIK Management Board

This is a very important event for our industry and we are very happy because it is so well organised.  We 

have joined STOM for the consecutive time. This year we have also been happy to see such a larger num-

ber of visitors. Many of them come to us with specific technical questions and inquires.  We will be here 

next year too. 

Hubert Zalewski,
Managing Director, Member of the Management Board of ROEHM

The Targi Kielce’s Industrial Spring has thrived and blossomed wonderfully this year. Also for us.  Stigal has 

always been present at this industry event; it is an inseparable and indefensible element of our marketing 

plans.  The STOM expo is where we sign contracts, sell our machines - this is what business expos are all 

about.  This year, we signed the two contracts in the middle of the second day. We are already very pleased.  

It comes as a pleasant surprised to see the expo development, with over 900 exhibitors. All expo halls are 

a full-house. This adds extra value to the expo and provides further encouragement for us to come back

 Engineer Grzegorz Siejek, 
Stigal



We are here for the first time. Previously we exhibited in Poznan and other places.  If you compare the two events, you 

can see that the Kielce one has been developing.  We have met customers who presented very specified inquiries, 

very promising business-talks. This is a great asset.  When it comes to the event organisation aspects - unloading, 

machines location on site, access to full infrastructure - all the positives.  We look forward to the next edition. 

Adam Kucharczyk, 
Dariusz Molenda, ITALTEC

Bystronic has joined the Kielce trade fairs for the fourth time in a row. Last year, we showed our laser for the first time. 

Earlier we were here with a smaller stand to display one machine only. Now we have decided to use STOM as the 

stage for the première presentation of our newest and most powerful machine.  We see this event has great potentials. 

The Kielce expo and the other industry trade fair in Poznań are very important events for us, the place to be. We have 

observed an increased interest year after year. The growth is also demonstrated with a greater number of contacts 

we establish here.  The organiser has exible approach. We hope that this trend will continue next year. Generally, this 

expo’s blue-print is very positive.  I still remember the Kielce expo centre before 2000. Just one pavilion and a tent, 

visitors we wading in the mud.  Today you can see the centre’s strong and consistent development, its thriving. As an 

exhibitor I do not have reasons to complain.

Ireneusz Ciąglewicz,
Managing Director of Bystronic Polska 
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We started our business activity three years ago and then, for the first time we also exhibited at Targi Kielce. We had 

a small stand of 8 sq m. Year after year our expo stand has expanded, because the 3D Printing Days attract well-tar-

geted audience, the expo visitors do know what they need. We will certainly come back next year.

Michał Melon,
Chief Executive Officer UBOT 3D



The most important thing is to convince the industry. We need to persuade the real industry, which enjoys a 

large footprint in Poland, that it is time for them to implement 3D printing technologies on a large scale. And 

this is the first meeting platform, this industry representatives visit us, we engage in a series of interesting con-

versations. This makes us very happy. We must admitt that the Kielce event is getting better, bigger and more 

professional every consecutive year. We do like that. We hope that the 3d technology will soon become the 

leitmotif of the whole Industrial Spring. 

Dawid Kornasz,
Integart Managing Director 
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The annual Kielce STOM expo is a must-attend event in our calendar of business-events.  This is one of 

Poland’s largest trade fairs which attract more and more exhibitors and visitors every year.  Every time we are 

here we try to present innovative machines and therefore attract customers’ attention.  The 11th edition can 

certainly be considered a success, because of the contacts we established and business-talks. 

Roman Padewski,
Prima Power Central Europe
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The STOM Expo has already become a permanent fixture in our company’s business calendar.  This is the 

consecutive expo we take part in. We are happy that we have been busy, we have received lots of inquiries.  

What is also important is the fact that customers from all over Poland visit us here.  I think that we will keep 

exhibiting at the expo
Tomasz Jastrzębski, 

CLOOS Polska



The Kielce Industrial Spring exceeded our expectations, although we already expected it to be really good.  The event was of supreme 

quality.  We have sold several devices and solutions tailored to the client’s needs. We have met many new business partners. According 

to all indications we will benefit from the contacts we have established here for a long time. 

Marzena Rosa, 
DIG Świtała

We are a regular STOM expo customer. Every year the event has broaden its scope.  Our company operates in two industries - fastening 

solution and industrial automation. Therefore the expo showcases machines, machine cutting and robotic equipment. We intend to en-

hance and deepen cooperation with Targi Kielce and as the result to have a broader-scope presentations at the expo.  STOM has become 

more attractive. The neighbouring regions such as  Podkarpacie, Małopolska demonstrate development potentials owing to the fact that 

the regions are the home for aviation, mining industry, machining sector.  This is our business sector, our area of activity, which is why we 

shift the centre of gravity and enhance our expo presentation on Kielce.  We participate in many exhibitions, but we want to focus on those 

of higher efficiency. When in Kielce, we are busy all day every day. 

Engineer  Krzysztof Sieczka Msc., 
SCHUNK Intec

 | Industrial Spring | A good start of the new season | 

Dni Druku3D

That’s where our exhibitors came from 

ITALY

BRAZIL

USA

CROATIA

GERMANY

SPAIN

PORTUGAL
FRANCE

ISRAEL
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IRELAND

NETHERLANDS

POLANDBELGIUM

DENMARK

LUXEMBOURG

SWEDEN

FINLAND BELARUS

UKRAINE

AUSTRIA

SWITZERLAND

CZECH REPUBLIC

SLOVAKIA
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CHINA

TAIWAN
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JAPAN
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 | Industrial Spring | The world is ours... | 
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For the first time in history, we ran out of folders, leaflets, catalogues and even business cards. None was 

left. As the Bernd Siegmund market development expert, I considers this expo to be the best in Poland.

Agnieszka Grzelak, 
BERND SIEGMUND

For our company this is the most important expo in a year. Service, logistics and professional approach 

make us really happy.  The event has been growing and expanding, in our opinion this is a very good 

development direction.  That is why we exhibit here. We did our best to prepare a nice, large expo stand 

and present a wide portfolio of products. 
Łukasz Zarzycki, 

Mirosław Pajek, NIXXON STEEL 

Bibus Menos already boasts more than 12 years of experience in the 3D printing industry. We are a rec-

ognised a consultancy and commercial company. Having been in business for so many areas already, we 

have come here to support our prospective clients. We are glad that the interest in this event has increased 

over the years.  We get lots of business leads and gain actual customers here in Kielce. This is big advan-

tage of this Industrial Spring, the event whose scope is much broader than the 3D printing industry as such.  

Visitors who call in regular expos stands with machines on display also visit us and find innovative solutions 

they have not been able to produce using traditional methods.

Tomasz Weis,
Head of the 3D BIBUS MENOS Printing Department 



Piotr Pawelec
Project Director 
+48 41 365 12 20
606 447 384
pawelec.piotr@targikielce.pl

Piotr Odziemek
Deputy Project Director
+48 41 365 13 34
797 339 397
odziemek.piotr@targikielce.pl

Katarzyna Detka
Marketing
+48 41 36 51 370
664 468 097
detka.katarzyna@targikielce.pl

Urszula Kołodziejczyk
Public Relations 
+48 41 365 14 36 
600 851 993
kolodziejczyk.urszula@targikielce.pl

August Misztal
Task group 
+48 41 365 14 15 
797 339 396 
misztal.august@targikielce.pl

Natalia Pacyga
Task group 
+48 41 36 51 458
518 419 752 
pacyga.natalia@targikielce.pl

- ranked second among all among 
Central and Eastern Europe’s expo 

centres. The expo centre boasts 25-
year tradition.  

Every year Targi Kielce hosts 75 
expos and 700 conferences, the 

events bring together 248,000 guests. 
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Agnieszka Puchalska 
Task group 
+48 41 365 14 46
504 842 373 
puchalska.agnieszka@targikielce.pl


